
A short seven years ago, a young man from 
Italy arrived in Houston, Texas full of energy 
and passion, looking for an opportunity to 
further his career in Arabian horses.  Armed 
with only a few words of English and 
enormous determination, part two of the life 
of Giacomo Capacci was about to begin.
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Like most new employees, Giacomo started 
at the beginning.  He groomed, cleaned stalls, 
traveled with the horses, and did ordinary 
chores.  And he watched.  As the years went 
on, his responsibilities grew. The horses that 
were assigned to him were the most important 
on the farm.  He proved himself proficient in 
his learning; he began schooling a few horses.  
He continued to watch and learn.  The farm 
was winning National Championships with 
horses under his care. At the 2003 US National 
Championships, horses conditioned by Giacomo 
won all the major breeding classes of the year.  
He began showing horses.  As he had done in 
all other catagories, success soon followed.  
Victories in America followed with victories 
abroad. The day had now come to return home.  
His job in America was complete.



Amir Al Shaqab (Gazal Al Shaqab x Amira Madrona)
International Champion Colt, Owned  by Al Shaqab, Member of Qatar Foundation

Al Adeed Al Shaqab (Ansata Halim Shah x Sundar Alisayyah) World Champion Stallion, Owned  by Al Shaqab, Member of Qatar Foundation



Farhou Al Shaqab (Al Adeed Al Shaqab x Johara Al Shaqab),Egyptian Event Europe Reserve Champion Colt, Owned  by Al Shaqab, Member of Qatar Foundation Noof Al Shaqab, (Al Adeed Al Shaqab x Meseda Al Shaqab) Egyptian Event Champion Filly, Owned  by Al Shaqab, Member of Qatar Foundation



Today as he navigates the globe, comfortably 
speaking in three languages, he enters the 
arenas of the world as a successful veteran.  
On the World stage he is one of the players 
to be reckoned with.  The list of horses he 
has prepared, and either shown or helped to 
show:  Marwan Al Shaqab, Gazal Al Shaqab, 
Al Adeed Al Shaqab, Besson Carol, Venetzia, 
Princess of Marwan, Ansata Iemhotep, 
Shalina EL Jamaal, Zagrobla, Miss El Power, 
Mardigras JMF, Abha Myra, Maharajah. This 
reads like a who’s who in the Arabian Horse 
World.  And the success was not accidental; it 
was earned through hard work and integrity.

Besson Carol  (Parys El Jamaal x Classic Krystall) International Champion Stallion, Owned  by Besson Carol Partnership, USA



Gazal Al Shaqab (Anaza El Farid x Kajora) World Champion Stallion, Owned  by Al Shaqab, Member of Qatar Foundation Mundher Al Shaqab (Al Adeed Al Shaqab x Kajora) International Champion, Owned by Sig. Vittorio Gentili - Free Arabians



Maharaja (Marajj x Miss Yasmina Elamal) International Champion, Owned by Mystica Arabians, Australia

Paza Doble (Gazal Al Shaqab x Patrina De Parys)  
Owned by Guarino Caterina



Princess Of Marwan (Marwan Al Shaqab x Amety B) World Reserve Champion, Owned by Mystica Arabians, Australia

Prince Magnum (Magnum Psyche x Scarlette Rose) International Champion, Owned by Mystica Arabians, Australia



For the decades that I have been in the Arabian 
horse business, Giacomo Capacci stands out 
as one of the most honorable people that has 
walked through my door.  Upon arriving he 
had an agenda which was to work hard and 
learn.   While doing so with an unquestioning 
open mind, he certainly made my life better, but 
his own as well.  And in the process, he never 
changed the good person that he was since the day 
of his arrival.  Today after years of successfully 
operating his Arabian horse training center in 
his native Italy, the same hard work and honesty 
still prevails.  What he represents is true; when 
he accepts a job, it is done.

Sara Al Mohamadia (Marwan Al Shaqab x ZT Maghan) International Champion, Owned by  Al Mohamadia Stud, Saudi Arabia



On a recent visit to Italy, it was fantastic to see 
the number of horses in his facility all with the 
same care and attention. The consistency in 
quality was evident.  His staff was enthusiastic 
and positive. Morale was high which reflects 
a good team leader.  It doesn’t hurt the effect 
that Giacomo has a little inherent Italian style.  
As the horses were presented, the details were 
in place.  The right sizzle was added to each 
viewing making for a horse lovers dream day, 
but also for someone that just wants to enjoy 
himself.

WN Star Of Antigua (Monogramm x WN Antigua) International Champion, Owned  by Al Shaqab, Member of Qatar Foundation



Giacomo Capacci Arabians is a place for the 
future.  It represents a real and honorable 
place for owner and horse to come together, 
compete, have joy, and to share a camaraderie 
that is so necessary in our urban lives of the 
21st century.  Turn back the page on time and 
enjoy the future with this wonderful team.

Marwan Al Shaqab (Gazal Al Shaqab x Little Liza Fame) World Champion Stallion, Owned  by Al Shaqab, Member of Qatar Foundation



ZT Sharuby (ZT Sharello x Gaffizon) World Champion Mare, Owned  by Al Shaqab, Member of Qatar Foundation

Venetzia (Versace x Giavanna) World Reserve Champion Mare, Owned  by Al Shaqab, Member of Qatar Foundation



 
AL-MOHAMADIA ARABIAN HORSE STUD 

owned by HRH Prince Abdullah Bin Fahd Al Saud
E-mail: b_kmccrea@yahoo.com

www.almohamadiastud.com
 

AL SHAQAB
Member of Qatar Foundation

E-mail: alshaqabinfo@qf.org.qa
www.alshaqab.com

 

FREE ARABIANS
Owned by Vittorio Gentili 

vittoriogentili@tiscali.it 
 

SG ARABIANS 
Owned by Guarino Caterina

sgarabians@libero.it
 

MICHAEL BYATT ARABIANS, Inc. 
www.michaelbyattarabians.com

 

MYSTICA ARABIANS
Jeff & Robyn McGlinn 

Email: mystica@westnet.com.au 
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I would like to thank all the people who entrusted me their Arabian horses and all those, who believed in me, 
supported and accompanied me through all these years in the adventure of the world of international shows. 
I extend my special thanks to all those, who have entrusted me their horses for presentation in this brochure.

Giacomo Capacci


